Most CTOs are operating against flat or
declining budgets whilst business
demands increase with each new trend
and market opportunity. This gets
tougher each year as Cloud, Big Data,
Mobile and IoT create an ever-widening
gap between
what the business
expects and what
IT can deliver.
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Estafet core delivery models

COLLABORATIVE, INNOVATIVE TEAMS
MEANT WE DELIVERED FOR 90% LESS
Estafet are specialists in enterprise
integration and operate three models
depending on your flexibility, maturity
and need. We specialise in Java-based
middleware using our distributed agile
teams across the UK and Bulgaria. We
recently delivered a core business
system to an infrastructure company for
90% less than their offshore supplier
and to far higher quality.

WHY USE A MANAGED SERVICE?

DISTRIBUTED MONITORING

Customers often need to extend their
delivery capability without increasing
headcount. This could be because
there is a short-term requirement to
augment staff, a specific programme
of work to complete, or simply that
their corporate strategy is not built
around being a software house.

As microservices demand greater
fragmentation of logic and data,
tracing transactions and choreography
across multiple servers becomes ever
more complex.

Our managed service approach
brings experienced and skilled
integration experts into your
organisation. We run different
models according to customer need,
each supported by a dedicated
Service Delivery Manager who is
responsible for the customer
relationship, the welfare and
productivity of the teams.

Service Delivery
Manager balances
resource needs

We have teamed up with Red Hat and
leading universities to deliver
effective distributed monitoring using
OpenTracing and Jaeger. This gives
you faster diagnosis; application of
policy against observations and goals;
and protection against miscreant
microservices.
In the short term, this helps solve your
GDPR and other distributed
monitoring needs. The strategic aim is
to understand the “Voice of the
Machine” and compare this with what
the business thinks it is (or should be)
doing, the “Voice of the Business”.
We are both thought leaders and
pragmatic implementers in this new
area of distributed computing. Call us
to find out how we can help.

Wide experience
across industry

Cloud architectures are driving more
robust integration design using open
source and open standards
EFFECTIVE, PRODUCTIVE, VALUED

The Clubhouse
8 St. James’s Square
St. James’s
London, SW1Y 4JU
0208 012 8599
info@estafet.com

Trusted
Teams

Clear
Reports

To find out more, visit our
YouTube channel (goo.gl/Vuiaxf)
or watch our videos on Integration
and Testing as a Service

Testing as a
Service - Vision

Testing as a
Service - 2-week
Assessment

Integration
Managed Service

